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"THE TOUCH OF INFLUENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said, '111]ho touched Me?"

(Luke 8: 45)

INTRODUCTION

Jesus was always being interrupted. One could a.lmost do a
series of sermons on the interruptions He experienced. People were forever breaking in on His rest, on His teaching, on His program. His
ministry was filled with many things not written up on ).is day's agenda.
For instance, one day He started out to teach the people who had gathered
around Him, and as usual - He was interrupted. A man grabbed His arm and with
quiet desperation told Him of his little girl who was quite ill. 1rlould He
come? Of course He responded. The crowd tagged along, follmling Him through
the narro-vr streets of that town, and then - another interruption ••• a woman, sick,
timid, trembling, reached out to touch the fringe of His garment, then drew back
and disappeared into the crowd. Jesus, ahrays sensitive to the presence of
human need, stopped, turned and asked, "Who touched Me?"
WHO TOUCHED }lli?

We have here one of those numerous stories which carry the
idea that there is healing in the touch of a person. The
idea was quite common in Biblical times. Blind men would often stand for hours
waiting to touch the garment of a holy man. And many were healed. And remember
the book, The Robe, and how it was ~~itten around the idea that the robe of a
holy person had special qualities, that it had special power to heal.
While the idea itself in the mind of the woman who pressed through the
crowd to touch Jesus was at least half superstition - though mixed, as He said,
with great faith - it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstition. And
that is this: all of us have been helped or hurt, healed or harmed by a touch.
And on this particular Sunday when both calendar and custom turn our thoughts
toward life in the home, to the ministry of motherhood and the gentle influences
of home, it is well for us to consider that simple question Jesus asked in a
crowd long ago. "1rJho touched me?"

MANY INFLUENCES

All of us have grown to maturity in a crowd and many have been
the influences that have touched our lives along the way.

Some of those influences are remote, obscure, so far back in the past that
we can't trace them or may have forgotten about them. Someone once said that
"every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestors are riding". Talk about
roots. Figure it out some time. We've all inherited something from our
parents. Each of our parents had two parents. That's four. They each had two.
That's eight. Go back ten generations and each of us had a thousand and twenty"
four parent people, if my math's correct. Who touched me? They touched me a thousand far-off ancestors touched me.
Heredity is something of a "time-binder" - the touch of the past on the
present that links us to the future. It's something in the blood, in the bone,
in the mind - and no one can tell v-rhat may show up. A child may skip two
generations and come up with an odd re-assortment of great-grandfather and
Aunt Minnie. Heredity is red hair in a grandchild, or a mole on a cheek. It's
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a c~ay of talking ••• or walking ••• or laughing ••• or the unexpected spark of genius
out of yesterday ~ the ear for music, the eye for beauty. Who touched me? All
those who lived beofre us ••• in what they were, in what they said and did. Out
of the great crowd of the past has come a touch on all of our lives.
FORCES OF CHILDHOOD

Subtle and closer, yet still beyond the range of conscious memory and our ability to trace ••• are the molding forces of early childhood.

Psychology has confirmed what wise parents have always intuitively known:
most adult behavior is child-conditioned. In that lengthened period of infancy,
in those early years the child grows faster and learns more than in aqy comparable period of life. How? By the touch of influence - for the most part
unconscious influence in the invisible atmosphere of the home. vJhether i t 1 s
for good or bad, the education of a child is principally derived from its
observation of the actions, words, voices, looks of those with whom it lives.,
Thornton Wilder was asked how parents could best pass on to their children
the proper attitude toward responsibility. He replied by citing Schweitzer,
who said, "There are three ways: (1) Example. (2) Example. (3) Example."
"Who touched me?" In those early years of childhood, who touched me? The
Jesuits say, "Give us a child until he is six and he will be ours for life".
Psychology has pointed out to us that those early years are the years when
personality is pretty well shaped and determined.
INFLUENCE OF MOTHER IMPORTANT

That is why mothers are such important people.
"God could not be everywhere, so He made

mothers" someone once suggested.
He put dovm in every home a little touch of His hand, someone who by her
own pain and patience has created and therefore loves with a love like His - a
love that surpasses all other affection. Who touched John Wesley? His mother,
Susanna Wesley. Who touched Lincoln? His mother, Nancy Hanks. vfuo touched
Augustine? His mother, Monica. Her biographer wrote, "She laid her mind upon
his mind until he believed in her belief!"
Some time back the magazine section of the Sunday NY Times had a humorous
article entitled, "Infant Dictionary" in which it offered the reader some
definitions of things in our adult world produced by thinking six and seven
year old children. Some were quite revealing. Let me share some with you.
"Housewife - a mother who doesn't have a jobl"
"vledding - when a girl gets married to a boy and has fun"
"Minister ... a man who talks about money in Church"
"Democrat ... a person who uses the money of others in a
certain kind of way"
The point is this: it's wise to remember that our children are constantly influenced by our words, our thoughts and our actions. Someone has come up with
this thought, "He must strive to be what we want our children to become."
Jim Ellender, that fine leader of the YMCA, said that one cold night in Winter, he saw his father come out of the bedroom where there was no heat, into
the living room and kneel by a chair to say his prayers. And, he said, of all the
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sermons he ever heard on prayer, he was influenced more by that one simple and
natural gesture of his father who wasn't aware that he was even being observed.
lrJhere do we get our prejudices? Undoubtedly someone touched us. Where do
we get our faith? Again, someone touched us. Let us never forg~t that someone
is always backing his wagon up to our door to get same furniture for his life's
house.
A PRINCIPLE

Now we have come far enough in all of this to set down a principle. If education in the school of life is most contagious more caught, as we say, than taught. If we have come to where we are and what
we are mostly by the invisible touch of other lives upon our own, it is clear
to us, is it not, that this is part of the divine plan for life.
God works through these invisible forces of influence by indirection. He
works through the human network and sets the solitary in families - that is,
he sets every person down in a network of relationships where he must be some
kind of link between the generations and whether he knows it or not leaves his
particular touch on the lives of those around him.
Who can measure the touch of one person in a circle, in a church, in a
business? And when you pause to think about it: isn't that what all of us are
here for? - to lay our hands on something or someone and make a difference in
it? To come into the fellowship of a Church, a group, for instance - and make
a difference. By our touch, our effort, our example - to leave it a little
better, a little stronger than when we found it. I believe that's what it's all
about.
Jesus depended almost wholly on this method. There were no large scale
mass media approaches at His disposal - no radio, no TV. He used the human
network entirely - picked up a few men, depended upon them in the interweaving
years and the interlacing of the generations, the touch of one life upon another.
And even now, if you ask the question of a person: "Why are you a
Christian?" or "Who brought you into the fellowship of a Church?" - in nearly
every life the answer is apt to be - it was a personal influence. A mother. A
father. A friend. A wife. A husband. A Sunday School teacher. A colleague at
work.
CONCLUSION

This is what we are here to do. We don't have to puch or poke
or prod people ••• or pressure them in any way. I've always had
my doubts regarding the "high pressure" approach of the evangelical.
A young man stood in Grand Central Station and saw a blind veteran come in
from a train with a heavy suitcase. The man went up to him and offered to carry
his suitcase. The veteran shrugged him off. He would carry his own suitcase.
"Can I help you in some 1<vay ••• take you some1vhere ••• get a cab for you?" asked the
man. "Yes" said the blind veteran. "I'd like to get over to the information
desk". The man took his arm and rather firmly started off, but the blind
veteran said to him, "Don't push me friend ••• all I need is the touch of your hand
on my shoulder".
Few want to be pushed, pressured, preached to. But many there are who need
the touch of your hand on their shoulder ••• or to put it this way ••• people who
need your example and the touch of your influence.
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PRAYER

Let us ever be mindful, 0 God, of the great and the wonderful
influences we h~ve in the lives of others. Give us understanding
hearts and constant vigilance against selfishness and irritation, and the
love that envies not, vaunts not itself, seeks not its own, and is never
provoked and never fails.
All of this in the name and the loving spirit of Jesus Christ, our Lord.
Amen.
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"THE TOUCH OF INFLUENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said, 'Who touched Me?"

(Luke 8: 45)

INTRODUCTION

Jesus was always be1.ng interrupted. One could almost do a
series of sermons on the interruptions He experienced. People were forever breaking in on His rest, on His teaching, on His program. His
ministry was filled with many things not written up on - is day's agenda.
For instance, one day He started out to teach the people who had gathered
around Him, and as usual - He was interrupted. A man grabbed His arm and with
quiet desperation told Him of his little girl who was quite ill. Would He
come? Of course He responded. The crowd tagged along, following Him through
the narro>-r streets of that town, and then - another interruption ••• a woman, sick,
timid, trembling, reached out to touch the fringe of His garment, then drew back
and disappeared into the crowd. Jesus, always sensitive to the presence of
human need, stopped, turned and asked, ''Who touched Me?"
WHO TOUCHED ME?

We have here one of those numerous stories which carry the
idea that there is healing in the touch of a person. The
idea was quite common in Biblical times. Blind men would often stand for hours
waiting to touch the garment of a holy man. And many were healed. And remember
the book, The Robe, and how it was written around the idea that the robe of a
holy person had special qualities, that it had special power to heal.
While-the idea itself in the mind of the woman who pressed through the
crowd to touch Jesus was at least half superstition - though mixed, as He said,
with grent faith - it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstition. And
that is this: all of us have been helped or hurt, healed or harmed by a touch.
And on this particular Sunday when both calendar and custom turn our thoughts
toward life in the home, to the ministry of motherhood and the gentle influences
of home, it is well for us to consider that simple question Jesus asked in a
crowd long ago. "Who touched me?"
MANY INFLUENCES

All of us have grown to maturity in a crowd and many have been
the influences that have touched our lives along the way.

Some of those influences are remote, obscure, so far back in the past that
we can't trace them or may have forgotten about them. Someone once said that
"every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestors are riding". Talk about
roots. Figure it out some time. We've all inherited something from our
parents. Each of our parents had two parents. That's four. They each had two.
That's eight. Go back ten generations and each of us had a thousand and twenty•
four parent people, if my math's correct. Who touched me? They touched me a thousand far-off ancestors touched me.
Heredity is something of a "time-binder" - the touch of the past on the
present that links us to the future. It's something in the blood, in the bone,
in the mind - and no one can tell what may show up. A child may skip two
generations and come up with an odd re-assortment of great-grandfather and
Aunt Minnie. Heredity is red hair in a grandchild, or a mole on a cheek. It's
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a way of talking ••• or walking ••• or laughing ••• or the unexpected spark of genius
out of yesterday - the ear for music, the eye for beauty. Who touched me? All
those who lived beofre us ••• in what they were, in what they said and did. Out
of the great crowd of the past has come a touch on all of our lives.
FORCES OF CHILDHOOD

Subtle and closer, yet still beyond the range of conscious memory and our ability to trace ••• are the molding forces of early childhood.

Psychology has confirmed what wise parents have always intuitively known:
most adult behavior is child-conditioned. In that lengthened period of infancy,
in those early years the child grows faster and learns more than in any comparable period of life. How? ~ the touch of influence - for the most part
unconscious influence ;_n the invis.ible atmosphere of the home. Whether it 1s
for good or bad, the education of a child is principally derived from its
observation of the actions, words, voices, looks of those with whom it lives.
Thornton Wilder was asked how parents could best pass on to their children
the proper attitude toward responsibility. He replied by citing Schweitzer,
who said, "There are three ways: ( 1) Example. ( 2) Example. ( 3) Example."
"Who touched me?" In those early years of childhood, who touched me? The
Jesuits say, "Give us a child until he is six and he will be ours for life".
Psychology has pointed out to us that those early years are the years when
personality is pretty well shaped and determined.
INFLUENCE OF MOTHER IMPORTANT

That is why mothers are such important people.
"God could not be everywhere, so He made

mothers" someone once suggested.
He put down in every home a little touch of His hand, someone who by her
own pain and patience has created and therefore loves with a love like His - a
love that surpasses all other affection. Who touched John Wesley? His mother,
Susanna Wesley. Who touched Lincoln? His mother, Nancy Hanks. Who touched
Augustine? His mother, Monica. Her biographer wrote, "She laid her mind upon
his mind until he believed in her belief!"
Some time back the magazine section of the Sunday NY Times had a humorous
article entitled, "Infant Dictionary" in which it offered the reader some
definitions of things in our adult world produced by thinking six and seven
year old children. Some were quite revealing. Let me share some with you.
"Housewife - a mother who doesn't have a job1"
"~ledding - when a girl gets married to a boy and has fun"
"Minister - a man who talks about money in Church"
"Democrat - a person who uses the money of others in a
certain kind of wa.r"
The point is this: it's wise to remember that our children are constantly influenced b.Y our words, our thoughts and our actions. Someone has came up with
this thought, "He must strive to be what we want our children to become."
Jim Ellender, that fine leader of the YMCA, said that one cold night in Winter, he saw his father came out of the bedroom where there was no heat, into
the living room and kneel by a chair to say his pra.rers. And, he said, of all the
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sermons he ever heard on prayer, he was influenced more by that one simple and
natural gesture of his father who wasn't aware that he was even being observed.
Where do we get our prejudices? Undoubtedly someone touched us. Where do
we get our faith? Again, someone touched us. Let us never for~t that someone
is always backing his wagon up to our door to get same furniture for his life's
house.
A PRINCIPLE

Now we have come far enough in all of this to set down a principle. If education in the school of life is most contagious more caught, as we say, than taught. If we have come to where we are and what
we are mostly by the invisible touch of other lives upon our own, it is clear
to us, is it not, that this is part of the divine plan for life.
God works through these invisible forces of influence by indirection. He
works through the human network and sets the solitary in families - that is,
he sets every person down in a network of relationships where he must be some
kind of link between the generations and whether he knows it or not leaves his
particular touch on the lives of those around him.
Who can measure the touch of one person in a circle, in a church, in a
business? And when you pause to think about it: isn't that what all. of us are
here for? - to lay our hands on something or someone and make a difference in
it? To come into the fellowship of a Church, a group, for instance - and make
a difference. By our touch, our effort, our example -to leave it a little
better, a little stronger than when we found it. I believe that's what it 1 s all
about.
Jesus depended almost wholly on this method. There were no large scale
mass media approaches at His disposal -no radio, no TV. He used the human
network entirely - picked up a few men, depended upon them in the interweaving
years and the interlacing of the generations, the touch of one life upon another.
And even now, if you ask the question of a person: "Why are you a
Christian?" or "Who brought you into the fellowship of a Church?" - in nearly
every life the answer is apt to be - it was a personal influence. A mother. A
father. A friend. A wife. A husband. A Sunday School teacher. A colleague at
work.
CONCLUSION

This is what we are here to do. We don't have to puch or poke
or prod people ••• or pressure them in any way. I've always had
my doubts regarding the "high pressure" approach of the evangelical.
A young man stood in Grand Central Station and saw a blind veteran came in
from a train with a heavy suitcase. The man went up to him and offered to carry
his sui tease. The veteran shrugged him off. He would carry his own sui tease.
"Can I help you in some way ••• take you somewhere ••• get a cab for you?" asked the
man. "Yes" said the blind veteran. "I'd like to get over to the information
desk". The man took his arm and rather firmly started off, but the blind
veteran said to him, "Don't push me friend ••• all I need is the touch of your hand
on my shoulder 11 •
Few want to be pushed, pressured, preached to. But many there are who need
the touch of your hand on their shoulder ••• or to put it this way ••• people who
need your example and the touch of your influence.
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PRAYER

Let us ever be mindful, 0 God, of the great and the wonderful
influences we have in the lives of others. Give us understanding
hearts and constant vigilance against selfishness and irritation, and the
love that envies not, vaunts not itself, seeks not its own, and is never
provoked and never fails.
All of this in the name and the loving spirit of Jesus Christ, our lord.
Amen.
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THE TOUCH OF INFWENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said, 'Who touched me? 111
(Luke 8: 45)

INTRODUCTION

Jesus was always being interrupted. One could almost do a
series of sermons on the interruptions He experienced. The
people were forever breaking in on His rest, on His teaching, on His program.
His ministry was filled with many things not on the day's agenda.·
For instance, one day He started out to teach the people who had gathered
around Him, and as usual, He viaS interrupted. A man grabbed .His arm and lvith
quiet desperation told Him of his little girl who was quite ill. vlould He come?
Of course He responded. The crowd tagged along, following Him through the
narrow streets of that town, and then - another interruption ••• a ..roman - sick,
timid, trembling, reached out to touch the fringe of His garment, drew back
and disappeared into the crowd. Jesus, always sensitive to the presence of human
·need, stopped, turned and asked, "Who touched me?"
WHO TOUCHED HE?

\.Je have here one of those numerous stories which carry the

idea that there is healing in the touch df a person. The
idea was quite common in Biblical times. Blind men would often stand for hours
v-1ai ting to touch the garment of a holy man. And many were healed. And remember
the book, The Robe,. by Lloyd Douglas and how it was written around the idea that
the robe of a holy man had special qualities, that it had special pov1er to heal.
l4hile the idea. itself in the mind of the woman who pressed through the
crowd to touch Jesus '. ras at least half superstition - though mixed, as He said,
with great faith - it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstition. And
that is this: all of us have been helped or hurt, healed or harmed by a touch.
And on this particular Sunday when both custom and calendar turn our
thoughts tanard life in the home, to the ministry of motherhood and the gentle
influences of home, it's tvell for us to consider that simple question Jesus
asked in a crowd long ago: "T;Jho touched me?"

MANY INFLUENCES

All of us have grovm to ma.turi tjr in a crowd and many have
been the influences that have touched our lives along the

way.
Some of those influences are remote, obscure, so far back in the past that
we can't trace them or may ha-ve forgotten about theme Someone once said that
"every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestors are riding". Talk about
roots. Figure it out some time. ~·Je 1 ve all inherited something from our parents.
Each of our p8rents had tvro parents. That's four. They each had tr..;o: that's 8.
Go back ten generations and each of us had a thousand and twenty-four parent
people, if my math's correct. Who touched me? They touched me - a thousand faroff ancestors touched me.
Heredity is something of a "time-binder" - the touch of the past on the
present that links us to the futureo It's something in the blood, in the bone,
in the mind - and no one can tell what may show up. A child may skip two
generations and come up with an odd-re-assortment of great-grandfather and Aunt
Minnie. Heredity is red hair in a grandchild, or a mole on a cheek .. .-it 1 s a way
of talking or walking, or laughing, or the unexpected spark of genius out of
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yesterday -- the ear for music, the eye for beauty. 'tlh.o touched me?
who lived before us - in what they were, in what they said and did.
great crmvd of the past has come a touch on all of our lives.

All those
Out of the

FORCES OF CHILDHOOD

Subtle and closer, yet still beyond the range of conscious memory and our ability to trace ••• are the molding forces of early childhood.

Psychology has confirmed what wise parents have ahvays intuitively_knmm:
most adult behavior is child-conditioned. In that lengthened period -of infancy,
in those early ye'lrs the child grorrs faster and learns more than in any
comparable oeriod of life. Hm-1? By the touch of influence - for the most part
U11conscious influence in the invisible atmosphere o:t; the home. ~{hether it's
for good or bad, the education of a child is princioally derived from its
observation of the actions, words, voices, looks of those with whom it liveso
Thorton 1rlilder 1-ras asked how parents could best pass on to their children
the proper attitude tmvard responsibility. He replied by citing Albert Schweitzer,
who said, "There are three ways: (1) Example (2) Example. (3) Example."
. "Hho touched me?" In those early years of childhood, who touched me? The
Jesuits say, "Give us a chilq until he is six and he will be ours for life".
Psychology has pointed out to us that those early years are the years when
personality is pretty well shaped and determined.
NarHERs

1 IMPORTANT

This is why mothers are such important people. "God
could not be everY'.vhere, so He made mothers" someone

has said.
He put down in every home a little touch of His hand, someone who by her own
pain and patience has created and therefore loves with a love like His - a love
that surpasses all other affection. \olho touched John Hesley? His mother
touched him, Susanna 'tlesley. \IJho touched Lincoln? His mother, Nancy Hanks
touched him. \·Jho touched Augustine? Monica, his mother. Her biographer wrote,
"She laid her mind uoon his mind until he believed in her belief1"
INFLUENCE

Some time ago the magazine section of the Sunday NY Times had a
humorous article entitled, "Infant Dictionary" in which it offered
the reader some definitions of things in our adult world produced by thinking
six and seven year olds,. Some were quite revealing.
.

.
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- a mother who doesn 1 t have a job!"
"\-Jed ding - when a gir 1 gets married to a boy and has
fun"
"l'-1inister - a man who talks about money in Churc.i1. 11
"Democrat - a person who uses the money of others
in a certain kind of way".

It's wise to remember that our children are constantly influenced by our words,
our thoughts, our actions. S0meone has come up with this thought, "~le must
strive to be what we want our children to become."
/

Jim Ellender, that fine leader of the YNCA, said that one cold night in
Winter, he saw his father come out of the bedroom where there was no heat, into

- 3 the living room and kneel by a chair to say his prayers.· And, he said, of all
the sermons he ever heard :m prayer, he was influenced more by that one simple
and natural gesture of his father who 1-1asn 1 t aware that he was even being
observedo
vJhere do 1-1e get our prejudices? Undoubtedly someone thouched us. Where
do we get our faith? Again, someone touched us. vle ought never to forget that
someone is always backing his wagon up to our door to get some furniture for
his life's house.
A PRINCIPLE

Now we have come far enough in all of this to set down a
principle. If education in the School of Life is mostly contagious - more caught, as v18 say, than taught. If we have come to where He
are and what we are mostly by the invisible touch of other lives upon our o1m;
it is clear to us, is it not, that this is part of the divine plan for life.
God works by indirection through the invisible forces of influence. He
works through the human network and sets the solitary in families - that is,
he sets every person dmm in a nebrork of relationships where he must be
some kind of link between the generations and whether he knows it or not leaves
his particular touch on the lives of those around him.
Who can measure the touch of one person in a circle, in a Church, in a
business? And when you pause to consider it: isn't that what all of us are
here for? - to lay our ha.nds on something and IllrJ.ke a difference in it? To
come into the fellcmship of a Church, a group, for instance - and make a
difference. By our touch, or effort ••• to leave it a little better, a little
stronger than when we found ito
' Jesus depended almost wholly on this method. There were no large scale
mass media aoproaches at His disposal - no radio, no TV. He used the human
network entirely - picked up a few men, depended upon them in the interweaving
years and the interlacing of the generations, the touch of one life upon
another. Even now, if you ask the question of a person: 111:lhy are you a Christian"
or "who brought you into the fellowship of a Church" ... in nearly every life the
answer is apt to be - it was a personal influence. A mothero A father. A
friend. A wife. A husband. A Sunday School teacher. A colleague at work.
CONCLUSION

This is what we are here to do. "de don't have to push peopleo
:-Te don't have to poke them or prod them or pressure them in
any way •• • •I' ve always had my doubts regarding "high pressure" evangelistic methods.
A young man stood in Grand Central Station and saw a blind veteran come in
from a train with a heavy suticase. The man went up to him and offered to carry
his suitcase. The veteran shrugged him off. He would carry his own suitcase.
"Can I help you in some way.eotake you somewhere ••• get a cab for you?" asked
the man. "Yes" said the blind ·veteran. "I'd like to get over to the information
desk". The man took his arm and rather firmly started off, but the blind
veteran said to him, "Don't push me,
~ ... ~all I need is the touch of your hand
on my shoulder 11 o
Few wqnt to be pushed, preached to:.. •or pressured. But many there are who
need the touch of your hand on their shoulder - people who need your example,
and the touch of your influenceo
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PRAYER

Let us eYer be mindful, 0' God, of the great and vronderful
influence He have in the lives of others. Give us understanding
hearts and eternal vigilance against selfishness and irritation, and the
love that envies not, vaunts not itself, seeks not its o:m, and is never
provoked and never fails. All of this in the name and loving spirit of Jesus
C?rist, our Lordo Amen. - ·
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THE TOUCH OF INFWENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said,

1

vlho touched me?'"
(Luke 8: 45)

lliTRODUCTION

Jesus was always being interrupted. One could almost do a
series of sermons on the interruptions He experienced. The
people were forever breaking in on His rest, on His teaching, on His program.
His ministry was filled with many things not on the day's agenda.·
· For instc1.nce, one day He started out to teach the people v1ho had gathered
around Him, and as usua1, He viaS interrupted. A man grabbed His arm and with
quiet desperation told Him of his little girl ~1ho was quite ill. 1-!ould He come?
Of course He responded. The crowd tagged along, following Him through the
narrow streets of that to-vnn, and then- another interruption ••• a woman- sick,
timid, trembling, reached out to touch the fringe of His garment, drew back
and disappeared into the crowd. Jesus, always sensitive to the presence of human
need, stopped, turned and asked, 11 \·lho touched me?"
WHO TOUCHED ME?

\ve have here one of those numerous stories which carry the
idea that there is healing in the touch of a person. The
idea was quite common in Biblical times. Blind men would often stand for hours
waiting to touch the garment of a holy man. And many were healed. And remember
the book, The Robe, by Lloyd Douglas and how it was written around the idea that
the robe of a holy man had special qualities, that it had special pov;er to heal.
\,>lhile the idea itself in the mind of the 1-roman who pressed through the
crowd to touch Jesus ,,ras at least half superstition - though mixed, as He said,
with great faith - it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstition. And
that is this: all of us have been helped or hurt, healed or harmed by a touch.
And on this particular Sunday when both custom and calendar turn ot~
thoughts tmrard life in the home, to the ministry of motherhood and the gentle
influences of home, it's well for us to consider that simple question Jesus
asked in a crowd long ago: "l,fuo touched me?"

MANY INFLUENCES

All of us have grown to maturitj• in a crowd and many have
been the influences that have touched aur lives along the

way.
Some of those influences are remote, obscure, so far back in the past that
we can't trace them or may have forgotten about them. Someone once said that
"every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestors are riding". Talk about
roots. Figure it out some time. vJe 1 ve all inherited something from our parents.
Each of our p<J.rents had t-.ro paren-ts. That's four. They each had tr.;o: that's 8 ..
Go back ten generations and each of us had a thousand and twenty-four parent
people, if my math's correct. Who touched me? They touched me -a thousand faroff ancestors touched me.
Heredity is something of a "time-binder" - the touch of the past on the
present ·tha,t links us to the futureo It's something in the blood, in the bone,
in the mind - and no one can tell what may show up. A child may skip two
generations and come up with an odd-re-assortment of great-grandfather and Aunt
Minnie. Heredity is red hair in a grandchild, or a mol8 on a cheek ••• it's a way
of talking or walking, or laughing, or the unexpected spark of genius out of
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and closer, yet stlll beyond the range .of conscious memory and our ability~ to trace ••• are .the molding . forces , o~ early childhood.
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Psychology has confirmed what wise parents have always intu'itive1Y' kno~r-n:
most adul~, behav~or is c~;~l..d-conditioned. In that lengthened period cf;·i.~~~n~!'.
in th<?.s~, ear~y y~ars tt:e ·:C(J1~ld grows fa~tE}r, and lear11:s ~ore than in any·· - - · ---comparabl~l,.Period of life_.{ .How?
By t})e touch of influence ·~:for tp.e mo.st),par,t ..
uncons"ciou·s influence: in l the invisible atmosphere of the home. Hhether, it.'s ~- ·
for good .or pad, the education of a child is principally derived from.its , ..
observation' of'th.e actions; 'words, voices, looks of those· with whom.it.liveso.
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Thor.ton Wilder ,was asked hov-r parents .could best pass on to their children.
the prope;;·attitude toward-,respons_ibility.· He replied by citing Albert Sch-..mitzer,·· ·
WQO.~a~d;;~~~here: :are ;thre_e'w~J:s: (1): Example . (2) ~-x~inple •.. ·q).': Example."
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"Who touched me?" In 'those early year's of childhood; who ·touched "'rrie? 'rhe
Jesuits .say, ,'!Glve. us a cpild until he, is six and he Yfill be ours for. l,ife 11 •
Psychoj6g'y,:h_~s :pointed oU.~;;to us that .those early yeaJ¢,s are ,.the ye~:l'~~ whem ..
person;llity .i~ .Pr,~t.ty well shaped and determined.
,
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HarHERs

1 IMPORTANT

This. is why mothers are such :important people. 11 God. ·~
could not be everY'....rhere, so He made mothers" someone

.

has said.·

~e

put··:-doWn in everr·h~me a little touch of His hand~ someone,,who by her. own
pain :and·:patience has created and therefore loves with. a love like' His·.- a .love
that sur,passes all other, 'a,r~~ction. Who touched John~1rJesley?. His mother
touched hlln.,· Susanna 'riesley. Hho touched Lincoln? His mother, Nancy 'Hanks
·touched .him •. t·Jho touch~d Augustine? Monica, his mother.
Her biographer
.wrote,
•I.
•
.
' ., •
"She laid_.her mind uo_on PJ.s J!llind until.~e believed in ,her belief!".
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INFLUENCE
· Some time ago the magazine section of the· Sunday tiT Times had a
" ,
.. _humorous ar,t.icle entitled, "Infant Dictionary" in which it ·offered
the reader;.som~ definitip~~;·of things in our adult wor1dpro~uced by thinking~--· .
sl.?C.and
sey:en.year olds.
were quite revealing •....
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. _~House•rifep~ a mother who doesn 1 t have a jobl 11 ,
•• •
.''!\1edding ·-;·when a gir 1 gets married to.· a boy· ·a:'nd. has
·
· · fun"
..
11
••• :. Hinist.er'·-· ~·man who talks about money .in Church"
~ "Democrat - a tnerson who uSes ~the money of others
·* -~',-~~·a certain kind of way". · . ·
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It 1 s ~is~ 't·~ fJm~niher \ii~th6~r children'are .constantl; 'influenced by ou~.'wo~ds~~
our thoughts, our act'ions. Sc;meone has come up with this thought, "~le must
str.ive __ to be what. we ·want
our.children
to become."
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A. PRINGTl"LE

Nm.;r we havb 2.'. ,._, :'>,r :.:nough 1:~ .... :. c< ! n.ts to s~::t down <'~
princip1.n, ·,' ,:-.~,. ·~l.:i.on in t: ~ -~· ,:·;n: of 1ife it; mos~ly eOI•··
ta1:,j ous - r.Jo,·A caught I as ~n; ,-... ~-', '--~' ·.tn t.a.ug~= 1
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are and wha.1:, r,m are mostly· !):· l:L: ):,;x:L~:iblr::; '.:,-::,.. ··: ;;f' odwr li.ves upon our C11·ffi.9
it, is 'clear to us$ is ii;, not; th -~- vhis is pJ.<'t 'i;~ t.be d'lvine plan for life.

God uorks by indil·r~c'L:tY: -:-.L··:''~f"h t.be i.n,, · ._; tJJ./ fo~·ce~> of i.nfluence, He
¥mrks through the human nr.;t•,;c;·L· ._;:ld sets th;:: :o<;li.tary in families - th&.t J:;;J>
he sets every person do.m in ·, nc ·~:,-: ..:·k of !':C:' :•ti.-msld.ps 1rrhere h_e r.m.st b8
some kind of lir::.k between tr1r· F£; ·r~~·.:...ti.onH nn~.• ·r-•.::;T.~13r ::•'-" knmvs :Lt or not. leaves
his part i.culo.r touch OP the ; ·:ve~-, ·.1f those ;,.r<•u' ::: h J.rr:..
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coma into the fellovrship of ·; C'1ui•.;i1. ~ a gi-·i-)1~;), , , , ~n:; t:~.nce' - and make :1
difference. By our ;toGch, c:• .-::f;"<:rL, ,,to J.r;:.',~ :.'. a. lH:t.le better-, a Bt.U.e ·
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PRAYER

Let us ever be mi.ndful, 0 God, of the great and wonderful
influence we have in the lives of others. Give us understanding
hearts and eternal vigilance against selfishness and irritation, and the
love that envies not, vaunts not itself, seeks not its own, and is never
provoked and never fails. All of this in the name and loving spirit of Jesus
Christ, our Lord. Amen.

ANTHEM:

"Ave Verurn Corpus"

"Saviour, source of ev'ry blessing,
Tune my heart to grateful, grateful lays;
Streams of mercy never ceasing, Call for
ceaseless songs of praise. Teach me some
melodius measure, Sung by raptur'd .saints
above; Fill my· soul with sacred pleasure,
While I sing redeeming love."
ANTHEM:

"Glory to God on High"

"Glory to God on high; let earth and
skies reply, Praise ye His name; His love
and grace adore, Who all our sorrows bore,
Sing aloud evermore, Worthy the Lamb.
Jesus, our Lord and God, Bore sin's
tremendous load, Praise ye His name. Tell
what His arm hath done, what spoils from
death He won; Sing His great name alone;
Worthy the Lamb.
While they around the throne cheerfully
join as one, Praising His name, Those who
have felt His blood sealing their peace with
God, Sound His f arne abroad, Worthy the Lamb. "
ORGAN POSTLUDE
The organ postlude - a final offering
of our praise to God - is played after the
Benediction. Time permitting, we invite
you to share in the beauty of it.
FOR THOSE WHO SING
New singers are always welcome to audition to sing in the Choir. Rehearsals are
held Wednesday evening at 6:15 pm in the
downstairs Choir Room.

SACRAMENT OF BAPTISM
Today we are celebrating the baptism of
Nikolaus Anton Armin Kashey, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Robert J. F. Kashey. Nikolaus was born
on November 4th, 1972 in Vienna, Austria.
THE ENVELOPE IN THE PEW
During the month of May we receive gifts
for the Health Care Agencies of the New York
Conference of the United Methodist Church. We
invite you to respond with a gift one of these
May Sundays. This appeal "peaks" today and
our goal is three hundred dollars.
SECOND SUNDAY BRUNCH
The Second Sunday Brunch Bunch will meet
today at a nearby restaurant following the
coffee hour. All are invited, not just those
"39 and holding". For further information,
seek out Lee Myers at today's coffee hour.
EDUCATION COMMITTEE TO MEET
The Education Committee will meet Thursday evening at 7:30 pm in the Russell Room.
ADULT FELLOWSHIP GATHERING
Members of the Adult Fellowship are invited to a Mexican Supper on Saturday, May
21st, at the apartment of Cathy Buck, 345
East 86th Street. A five dollar deposit
will secure a place for you. For further information, speak to either Cathy Buck, Cathy
Syble or David Kilbride. Reservations are
being taken today and again next Sunday.

::.AC.t<AM.t:N'l ' UJ:'

us tooay ny Mrs . tsa.!J<, Mrs . lJ'AIT\broslo , r-trs. 11eron, Mrs.
Myers , Mrs . Sprouse and Mr . Sprouse.
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ANTHEM
SCRIPTURE
PASTORAL PRAYER

"Ave verum"
Luke 8: 43 - 48
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"THE TOUCH OF INFLUENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said, 'Who touched me?'"
( Luke 8: 45

)

INTRODUCTION

Jesus was always being interrupted. One could almost do a
series of sermons on the interruptions He experienced. The
people were forever breaking in on His rest, on His teaching, on His program.
His ministry was filled with many things nnt on the day's agenda.
For instance, one day He started out to teach the people who had gathered
there around him, and as usual, He -vms interrupted. A man grabbed His arm and
with quiet desperation told Him of his little girl who was quite sick, at the
point of death. Would He come? Of course He responded. The crowd tagged
along, following Him through the narrow streets of that town and then another
interruption- a woman ••• sick, timid, trembling, reached out to touch the
fringe of His garment, drew back and then disappeared in the crowd. Jesus,
always sensitive to the presence and pressures of human need, stopped, turned
and asked, "Who touched me ?11
WHO TOUCHED ME
The idea
hours on
Remember
that the
power to

We have here one of those numerous stories which carry
the idea that there is healing in the touch of a person.
was quite common in Biblical times. Blind men would often stand for
end waiting to touch the garment of a holy man. Many were healed.
the book, The Robe, by Lloyd Douglas; it was written around the idea
robe of a holy man had special qualities ••• that it had the ~ special
heal or to help.

While the idea itself in the mind of this woman who pressed through the
crowd to touch Jesus was at least half superstition - though mixed, as He said,
with great faith - it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstition.
And that is this: all of us have been helped or hurt ••• healed or harmed by a
touch. And on this particular Sunda~, when both custom and calendar turn our
thoughts toward home life, to the ministr~of motherhood and the gentle
influence of the home, it is well for us to pause and consider that simple
question Jesus asked in a crowd long ago: "Who touched me?"
SPRING BOARD / MANY INFLUENCES

Let that question be the spring board for
our sermon time. It is a question that
reaches far. All of us have grown to maturity in a crowd and many have been
the influences that have touched our lives along the way.
Some of those influences are remote, obscure, so far back in the past that
we can't trace them or may have forgotten about them. Who was it who observed
that "every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestors are riding". Talk
about rootst Figure it out some time. We've all inherited something from our
parents. Each of our parents had two parents. That's four. They each had
two: that's eight. We had a memorial service for one of our members here on
Thursday.- She was 95 and five generations were involved. Go back to ten
generations and each of us had a thousand and twenty-four parent people, if nw
math is correct. Who touched me? They touched me - a thousand far-off
ancestors touched me.
Heredity is something of a "time-binder" - the touch of the past on the
present that links us to the future. It's something in the blood, in the bone,
in the mind - no one can tell what may show up. A child may skip two
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generations and come up with an odd re-assortment of great-grandfather and
Aunt Minie. Heredity, as you know, is red hair in a grandchild, or a mole on
the cheek, or the lack of hair on the head. It's a way of talking, or walking,
or laughing, or the unexpected spark of genius out of yesterday - the ear for
music, the eye for beauty.
Who touched me? All those who lived before us - in what they were, in what
they said, did, in the institutions built, inventions created. Out of the
great crowd of the past has come a touch on all our lives.
FORCES OF CHILDHOOD

Subtle, too and closer •••• yet still beyond the range of
conscious memory and our ability to trace •••• are the
molding forces of early childhood.
Psychology has confirmed what wise parents have always intuitively known:
most adult behavior is child-conditioned. In that lengthened period of infancy,
in those early years the child grows faster and learns more than in any
comparable period of life. How? By the touch of influence - for the most part
unconcious influence in the invisible atmosphere of the home. Whether it's for
good or bad, the education of a child is principal~ derived from its observation of the actions, words, voices, leoks of those with whom it lives.
Thornton Wilder was asked how parents could best pass on to their
children the proper attitude toward responsibility. He replied by citing Dr.
Albert Schweitzer, who said, "There are three ways: (1) example. (2) example.
(3) example."
To me, one of the interesting confirmations of psychology is the permanence
of life's pattern - the child continued in the man; that is, once an
impression has been made, it never lets go - particularly if it is accompanied
by an emotional experience of high voltage. It may be put down deep into the
mind, buried there where by normal ways we can't alreach get to, reach it,
recall it into consciousness ••• but it's there - some hurt put there by the
touch of a dominating father or a neglectful mother, some injustice keenly felt,
some feeling of not being loved or wanted, some unwholesome fear of sex
instilled there. And when in later life these twists become a problem,
therapy is used to unravel, to unwind the pattern patiently, then go back "step
by step" and often into early childhood, even infancy to find a frightful
experience that the conscious mind has forgotten, but the deep mind has
remembered all too well.
"Who touched me?" In those early years of childhood, who touched me?
The Jesuits say, "Give us a child until he is six and he will be ours for life".
Psychology has pointed out to us that those early years are the years when
personality is pretty well shaped and determined.
MOTHERS / IMPORTANT

This is why mothers are such important people. "God
could not be everywhere, so He made mothers", someone
has said. He put down in every home a little touch of His hand, someone who
by her own pain and patience has created and therefore loves 1r1ith a love like
His - a love that surpasses all other affection. Who touched John Wesley? His
mother touched him, Susanna Wesley. Who touched Lincol? His mother, Nancy
Hanks touched him. Who touched Saint Augli.stine? Monica, his mother. Her
biographer said, "She laid her mind upon his mind wl:J.en~he belived in her belieff"
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INFLUENCE

Some time ago the magainze section of the NY Times had a humorous article entitled, "Infant Dictionary" in which it offered the
reader some definitions of things in our adult world produced by thinking six
and seven year olds. Some were quite revealing. "Housewife - a mother who
doesn't have a job". "Wedding- when a girl gets married to a boy and has fun".
Here 1 s one that hurt. "Minister - a man who walks about money in Church". How
a b:mt this one. "Demecrat - a person who uses the money of others in a certain
kind of way". It 1 s wise to remember that our children are constantly
influenced by our words, our thoughts, our actions. Someone has offered us this
thought: "We must strive to be what we want our children to become".
Jim Ellender, that fine leader of the YMCA, said that one cold night in Winter
he saw his father come out of the bedroom where there was no heat, into the
living room and kneel by a chair to say his prayers. And, he said, of all the
sermons he ever heard on prayer, he was influenced more by that one simple
and natural gesture of his father who wasn't aware that he was even being observed.
Or, tkke the matter of education. We think it is something formal and
chronological, and it is. We think it is a school, a class room, desks, books,
teachers writing on a blackboard. It is that, but it is more than that. Henry
Adams wrote a book entitled, "The Education of Henry Adams". He knew that he
couldn't explain himself without traveling back i!:;hrough the years, through his
memory peopled with a host of men and women, a great crowd of people who
turned his footsteps this way or that - someting seen in a face, something
said that put his mind to working and thinking. We catch cowardice or courage
from people as easily as we catch a cold and often don't know where we caught it.

Where do we get our prejudices? Undoubtedly someone touched us. Where do
we get our faith. Someone touched us. We ought never to forget that someone
is always backing his wagon up to our door to get some furniture for his life's
house.
A PRINCIPLE

Now we have come far enough in all of this to set down a
prlimciple. If education in the school of life is mostly
contagious - more caught, as we say, than taught. If we have come to where we
are and what we are mostly by the invisible touch of other lives upon our own,
it is clear to us - is it not - that this is part of the divine plan for life.

God works b,V indirection through the invisible forces of influence. He
works through the human network and sets the solitary in families - that is, he
sets every person down in a network of relationships where he must be some kind
of link between the generations and whether he knows it or not leaves his
particular touch on the lives of those around h'im.
Who can measure the touch of one person in a circle, in a church, in a
business? And what you pause to consider it: isn't that what all of us are
here for? - to lay our hands on something and make a difference mn it? To come
into the fellowship of a church, a group, for instance - make a difference.
To
come into a church - a committee, a Sunday School class, a boy scout troop, a
choir, an usher's group - and by our touch, or eif0rt, leave it a little better,
a little stronger than when we found it.
Jesus of Nazareth depended almost wholly on this method. There were no large
scale mass media at his disposal - no radio, no TV. He used the human network
entirely••• picked up a few men, depended on them in the interweaving years and the
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if you ask the question of a person: "why e>.re you a Christian?", or "who
brought you into the fellowship of a church 11 in nearly every life the answer is
apt to be - it was a personal influence. A mother. A father. A friend. A
wife. A husband. A Sunday School teacher.
CONCIDSION

This is what we are here to do. We don't have to push people,
or poke them, or preach to them, or pressure them in any way.

A young man stood in Grand Central Station recently and saw a blind
veteran come in from a train with a heavy suitcase. The man went up to him
and offered to carry his sui tease. The veteran shrugged him off. He would
carry his own suitcase. "Can I help you in some way. •• .take you somewhere •••
get a cab for you" asked the man. "Yes" said the blind veteran. "I'd like
to get over to the information desk". The man took his arm and rather
firmly started off, but the blind veteran said to him, "Don't push me, pal.
All I need is the touch of your hand on my shoulder 11 •
Few there are in the crowd with whom we associate each day who want to be
pushed, preached to, or possessed. But many there are in it who need the
touch of your hand on their shoulder. Many there are kho need your example,
and the touch of your influence.
PRAYER

Let us ever be mindful, 0 God, of the great influence we have
in the lives of others. Give us understanding hearts and eternal
vigilance against selfishness and irritation, and the love that envies not,
vaunts not itself, seeks not its own, is not provoked and never fails. In
the spirit of Christ, we pray. Amem

"THE TOUCH OF INFLUENCE"
TEXT:

"And Jesus said, 'Who touched me?"'
(Luke 8:45)

INTRODUCTION

Jesus was always being interrupted. One could almost write a
Life of Christ in terms of the interruptions he experienced.
People were forever breaking in on his rest, on his teaching, on his program. His
daily ministry was filled with things not on his scheduled agenda. For instance,
He started out one day to teach the people v1ho thronged around him, and as usual,
He was interrupted. A man clutched his arm and with quiet desperation told him of
his little girl who was sick, at the point of death. Would He come? He went. The
crowd tagged along, followed him through the narrow streets, and then another
interruption - a woman, sick, timid and trembling, reached out her hand to touch
the fringe of his garment, drew back and disappeared in the crowd. But Jesus,
always sensitive to the pressure of human need, stopped, turned and said: "Who
touched me? 11
WHO TOUGHED ME?

We have here one of those numerous stories which carry the idea
that was quite common in the ancient world that there is healing in the touch of a person. Blind men would often stand for hours on the roadside waiting to touch the garment of a holy man. One of the most inspirational
books of our time, The Robe, by Lloyd Douglas, was written around that old, old
idea that the robe of a holy man had the magic power to heal or to harm.
While the idea itself in the mind of the woman who pressed through the crowd
to touch Him was at least half superstition (though mixed, as he said, with faith),
it also suggests to us a fact that is not superstitiono And that is this: all of
us have been helped or hurt or healed by a touch. And on a Sunday, when both
custom and the calendar turn our thoughts toward home life - the ministry of
motherhood, the gentle influence of the home - let us ask the question that Jesus
asked in a crowd long, long ago: "Who touched me?"
MANY INFLUENCES

It is a question that reaches far. All of us have grown to
maturity in a crm1d, and many, many are the influences that
have touched our lives. Some of these influences are so remote, so obscure, so
far back in the past that we can't even trace them. Someone has offered this
observation: "Every person is an omnibus in which all his ancestores are ridingn.
Figure it out sometime. Each of us inherited something from our parents. Their
lives touched our lives. And each of our parents had two parents: that's four.
They each had two: that's eight. Go back to the lOth generation, and each of us
had a thousand and twenty-four parent people. Who touched me? They touched me,
a thousand far-off ancestors touched me. And one might add this - they were not
all saints back there.
Heredity is something of a time-binder: the touch of the past on the present
that links us to the future. It is something in the blood, in the bone, in the
mind; no one can tell what may show up. A child may skip two generations and come
up with a re-assortment of great-grandfather and Aunt Minnie. Heredity is red
hair in a great-grandchild. It's a mole on the cheek. It's the lack of hair on
a head. It is a way of laughing or walking or talking. It may be an unexpected
spark of genius out of yesterd~ll or an ear for music, or an eye for beauty.
F)RST: WE lV).UST, ACKNOWLEDGE
Who touched me? The people who have lived before me in what they were, in
what they said, in what they did, in the institutions they built, in the inventions
they created. Out of the great crowd of the past has come a touch on all our lives.
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here for? - to lay our hands on something and make a difference in it? To come
into the fellowship of a group, a church, for instance, and make a difference; to
come into a church - a committee, a Sunday School class, a boy scout troop, a
choir, an ushers' group - and by our touch, or effort, leave it a little higher
than when we found it. Remember - Jesus of Nazareth depended almost wholly on
this method. There were no large scale mass media at his disposal - no radio,
no television networks. He used the human network entire~ - picked a few men,
depended on them in the interweaving of the years and the interlacing of the
generations, the touch of one life upon another. Even now, if you ask the
question of a person: "Why are you a 6hristian" or "Who brought you into the fellowship of a church" in near~ every life the answer is apt to be - it was a personal
influence. A mother. Eather. Friend. Teacher. Husband. Wife.
This is what we are here to do. We don't have to push people - or preach to
them - or pressure them in any way. A young man stood in Grand Central Station here
in the city recently and saw a blind veteran come in from a train with a heavy
suitcase. The man went up to him and offered to carry his suitcase. The
veteran shrugged him off. He would carry his own suitcase. "Can I help you in
some way - take you somewhere - get a cab for you" asked the man. "Yes" said
the blind veteran. "I'd like to get over to the information desk". The man took
his arm and rather firmly started off, but the blind veteran said to him, "Don't
push me, pal. All I need is the touch of your hand on my shoulder".
Few there are in the crowd with whom we associate who want to be pushed,
preached to, or possessed. But many there are in it who need the touch of your
hand on their shoulder. Many there are who need your example and the touch of
your influence.
PRAYER

Let us ever be mindful, 0 Godi of the influence we have in the lives
of others. Give us understanding hearts, eteranl vigilance against
selfishness and irritation, and the love that envieth not, vaunteth not itself,
seeketh nets its own, is not provoked and never fails. This we ask in the spirit
of Christ. Amen

